
Welcome To Our
2024 Grow Course

  Are you ready to take your Medium Hair Cutting hairdressing skills to the next level?  

Look no further, because our Medium Hair Cutting courses offer an unparalleled educational
experience that you simply can't afford to miss! Our comprehensive approach to education

doesn't just focus on technical training, but rather takes a holistic approach that encompasses
personal growth and development. 

With our positive hairdressing education, you'll not only acquire the necessary skills to excel in
your career, but also develop a mindset that will help you succeed in all areas of your life.

Don't miss out on this incredible opportunity to become the best version of yourself.



GROW COURSE
“Grow” DCI’s 1 day medium length hair cutting course is designed

for hairdressers who are looking for additional structure and control

in their work. In one day you will gain confidence learning classic,

minimal, timeless haircuts. Progressing from a precise Lob to a very

expensive looking graduated bob, the core techniques of classic

minimal hair cutting will be perfected with our care and guidance.

You will also learn a very unique approach to client consultations

to ensure your work is supported when you go back to the salon.

LEARNING FOCUS

Learn new hairdressing terminology and language

Learn a unique consultation approach to hairdressing

Learn a new precision classic Lob hair cutting technique

Learn precision classic Teardrop Bob hair cutting technique

Gain confidence in creating a fresh new direction in your work

Learn new precision classic Graduated Bob hair cutting technique



GROW COURSE
LEARNING FOCUS       2 New Medium Haircuts 

STYLE FOCUS               Cutting very precise Lob & Bob

FACE TO FACE              9:30am - 5pm

LOCATIONS

Sydney                          April 7 

FACE TO FACE  INVESTMENT $550 per person 

GROW COURSE ONLINE (pre recorded)

Purchase access to the online videos for $55 per 

yearly subscription 



02 9380 2217

www.dcieducation.com

veronica@dcieducation.com


